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During this inspection, the applicable portion of DD Form 2062 will be completed. The accompanying paperwork will
be cross-checked with the remains to ensure that they are in agreement.

b. Reprocessing procedures. Reprocessing of remains will be completed to permit expeditious shipment to final
destination (normally within 24 hours). Reprocessing procedures that will preclude meeting the prescribed time frame
must be approved by the port mortuary officer. Remains will be reprocessed by a licensed mortician in accordance with
the Armed Services Specifications for Mortuary Services and instructions below.

(1) When condition of the remains permits, they will be dressed in the clothing received with the remains. Missing
items of clothing or accouterments will be provided by the port mortuary officer. When condition of the remains does
not permit dressing, clothing will be placed on the remains as prescribed in paragraph 2–20f.

(2) One ID tag will be securely attached to the remains, preferably around the neck, and one to the handle at the
head of the casket.

(3) When remains are received without ID tags or with one tag, an additional tag or tags will be prepared by the
port mortuary officer to comply with the requirement in (2) above. The ID tags prepared at port mortuaries will be
metal and inscribed with the last name, first name, middle initial, and social security number.

(4) Remains will be properly cosmetized when possible (including those remains that are considered nonviewable
except for identification purposes).

(5) After reprocessing and casketing, a second inspection will be made. At this inspection the remaining portion of
the second page of DD Form 2062 will be completed to ensure that remains are properly clothed, cosmetized, and
casketed.

7–4. Preparation and distribution of required documents
When Army remains or Army-sponsored remains are initially prepared in an Army mortuary outside the United States
and are reprocessed at a port mortuary in the United States, the reprocessing activity at the port will send CDR,
PERSCOM (TAPC–PED–D), Alexandria, VA 22331–0482, the originals of documents received with the remains or
generated at the port. When the originals are essential for processing the remains, a clear copy will be sent. In addition,
the following information and documents will be sent:

a. A statement containing all costs of handling and reprocessing remains at the port; included will be the costs of
casket, shipping case if procured by the port, and transportation from the port to the final destination.

b. Completed DD Form 1375 with copies of itemized funeral bills.
c. Amount of interment allowance paid, with date of payment, name of payee, voucher number, and check number.
d. Completed DA Form 5329 (Escort Report). (See chap 12.)
e. DD Form 1131 (Cash Collection Voucher).
f. Reimbursable charges collected and deposited.
g. Cost of transportation and per diem for escort of remains.
h. Escort travel voucher.

7–5. Transfer case
a. The transfer case will be cleansed thoroughly, repaired when necessary, and returned to the appropriate armed

service mortuary or command outside the United states. Cleansing will be done immediately after removal of remains.
Tincture of green soap will be sufficient for thorough cleaning, but when disinfecting is needed (for contagious or
infectious diseases), this process will be followed by a thorough washing with 10 percent cresol solution mixed with
warm water. In cleaning the outside of the case, care will be taken to prevent material from clogging pressure relief
valves.

b. Transfer cases will not be used to ship remains within the United States beyond the port mortuary in the United
States.

7–6. Release of information
Port mortuaries in the United States are authorized to release information to the CDR, PERSCOM, (TAPC–PED–D),
the receiving CAC, and the PADD’s CAO concerning estimated time of arrival (ETA), estimated time of departure
(ETD), and viewability status of all Army remains for which the port has received disposition instructions; remains on
“ID HOLD” are exceptions. Inquiries on these cases will be referred to CDR, PERSCOM (TAPC–PED–D).

Chapter 8
Search, Recovery, and Identification

8–1. General
Responsible commanders (see para 8–3) will take appropriate action to search for, recover, and identify remains of
eligible deceased personnel. The Joint Pub 4–06, Joint Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures for Mortuary Affairs in
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Joint Operations provides procedures for search and recovery of remains. Casualty area commanders will develop
multiple fatality incident plans to provide for security of the incident site, the search and recovery of remains, and
preparation of remains.

8–2. Costs for recovery and identification of remains
Costs of travel, services, and use of equipment associated with recovery of remains are properly chargeable to Casualty
and Mortuary Affairs Open Allotment. (See para 1–11.) No specific limitations exist on the amount that can be spent to
search for, recover, and identify eligible deceased personnel cited in table 2–1; however, required services will be
obtained at minimum cost consistent with the best interest of the Army.

8–3. Responsibility for search, recovery, and identification
a. Current deaths. The commander of the installation nearest the site of the casualty incident (or the commander

responsible for the area outside the United states in which death occurred) will search for, recover, and identify eligible
deceased personnel; all resources and capabilities immediately available will be used. Departmental HQ and field
commanders involved will cooperate to the fullest extent in providing information and help for recovery and identifica-
tion of remains.

b. Residual remains from previous wars or incidents. The Army geographic commander or commander of the
Central Identification Laboratory, Hawaii (CILHI) will search for, recover, and identify eligible deceased personnel; all
resources and capabilities immediately available will be used. Departmental HQ and field commanders involved will
cooperate to the fullest extent in providing information and help for recovery and identification of remains.

8–4. Responsibility for identification technical assistance
CDR, PERSCOM (TAPC–PED–F), will provide technical assistance when identification of remains cannot be estab-
lished by the responsible commander. This does not, however, relieve the commander of responsibilities for taking all
steps possible to identify the remains. When remains to be processed include personnel of more than one military
service, the headquarters levels of the Services involved will decide which Service will provide technical assistance.

8–5. Jurisdiction of civil authorities within the United States
a. Within an Army installation or other place under Army jurisdiction. Civil authorities have no jurisdiction over

deaths occurring on an Army installation or reservation except where the State or foreign government has retained
concurrent jurisdiction with the Federal government. A civil death certificate, however, is required for all deaths
occurring on a U.S. military installation or reservation within the United States. A transit or burial permit is required
before remains can be removed from an Army installation or reservation for shipment or burial.

b. Outside an Army installation. Approval of civil authorities will be obtained before moving remains from scene of
death when death occurs at a place other than on a military installation or reservation.

8–6. Jurisdiction of civil authorities outside the United States
When deaths occur outside the United States, procedures followed should be under local laws and, if applicable, status
of forces agreements.

8–7. Recovering remains from scene of incident
a. The responsible installation commander will immediately dispatch appropriate personnel and equipment to the

scene of the incident. In multiple fatality incidents, the commander will notify the AFME and provide the number of
decedents and the circumstances of the event. As required, the AFME will provide support to the installation
commander.

b. Recovery and removal of multiple remains at the scene of an incident will be accomplished carefully to retain all
clues as to the identity of the remains. This is crucial in ultimate segregation and identification when remains are
dismembered.

c. The scene of the incident will be well-guarded, searched thoroughly, sketched, and photographed. The sketch will
include wreckage, location of remains, personal effects, and so forth, and their relationship to each other.

d. Procedures for the recovery and handling remains are prescribed in Joint Pub 4–06, Joint Tactics, Techniques, and
Procedures for Mortuary Affairs Operations.

8–8. Facilities for processing remains
When multiple remains are present, facilities will be adequate to allow for simultaneous processing as near to the site
of the incident as possible. In most cases this will require improvising. Garages, warehouses, large tents, screened
areas, and similar enclosures may be used. Arrangements must be made for refrigeration equipment to inhibit
decomposition of the remains.

8–9. Processing remains for identification
Remains will be processed for identification under policies and procedures in this chapter, supplemented by FM
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10–286. Any additional data needed to effect individual identification of remains should be requested from CDR,
PERSCOM (TAPC–PED–D), by telephone ((703) 325–5322, commercial, or 221–5322, Defense Switched Network
(DSN)) or by the fastest means of communications available. Policies shown below will be carried out.

a. Deceased personnel must be identified as quickly as possible by employing all well-known means and scientific
resources.

b. Multiple remains from a single incident will be processed for identification simultaneously.
c. Commingled remains will not be separated arbitrarily.
d. Remains will not be classified as unidentifiable until identification recommendations are reviewed by the Casualty

and Memorial Affairs Board of Officers and approved by CDR, PERSCOM (TAPC–PEZ). (See para 8–16.)
e. Means used to establish identification will be documented carefully and accurately (see 8–14).
f. Information concerning identification or shipment of remains will not be released to news media before—
(1) Establishment of a final identification determination for all remains.
(2) Notification has been made to the PADD.

8–10. Mitochrondrial and deoxyribonucleic acid identification
a. Mitochrondrial deoxyribonucleic acid (mtDNA) comparison is a scientifically recognized technique that, when

used in conjunction with other evidence, strengthens a case for post-mortem identification.
(1) mtDNA comparison will be used as a means to identify or exclude remains when other identification techniques

are impracticable.
(2) mtDNA comparison will be used to associate and segregate remains when practicable and reasonable.
(3) mtDNA comparison will not be used to confirm identifications made by dental comparison or by other scientific

means.
(4) mtDNA comparison will be attempted when practicable, before a determination of group remains is made.
b. Since mtDNA testing of remains is consumptive, evidentiary specimens shall not be taken for private or

redundant mtDNA tests at the request of the PADD or any other person prior to the official identification of the
remains. Additional MtDNA testing after the official identification will not be at government expense and shall be at
the expense of the person arranging for the test.

8–11. Incomplete remains and portions of remains
a .  M u l t i p l e  d e a t h  i n c i d e n t s  s u c h  a s  a i r c r a f t  c r a s h e s  a n d  d e s t r u c t i o n  o f  c r e w - s e r v e d  v e h i c l e s  c r e a t e  s e v e r e l y

traumatized and incomplete remains. In addition to the initial violent nature of the incident, ensuing fire or additional
destructive forces cause further damage to the remains.

b. In cases described in a above, a statement of incident or accountability will be necessary. This statement will
include the following:

(1) Time and date of incident.
(2) Location of incident by grid coordinates and city, state, and country, with any other data that would help to

locate the place; this would include firebase, landing zone, river, or village, if possible.
(3) Name, rank, and social security number (SSN) of each person involved directly in the incident and a statement

that they were the only persons involved.
(4) Status of each individual involved, including those who were killed, those who are missing, and those who

survived and what happened to them. (For example, admitted to 95th Evacuation Hospital; treated and released at 18th
Surgical Hospital; returned to duty with minor injuries; or returned to duty with no injuries.)

(5) Statement by witnesses who saw individuals enter vehicle or aircraft before the incident.
(6) Statement by survivors.
(7) Whether the person being written about is dead for certain and that it could not be anyone else.
(8) That a muster was or was not held; whether or not anyone is missing.
(9) Narrative describing the incident.
(10) Description of any vehicle or aircraft if one was involved, giving type, identifying numbers, and unit to which

the vehicle or aircraft was assigned.
(11) Statement that a thorough search has been made of the area if remains recovered are missing major portions or

if they are so incomplete that the person to whom they belonged could still be alive.
(12) Name, rank, SSN, and organization of the person making the statement.
c. Before identification of remains with major portions missing, especially when recovered portions are not vital to

life, a statement will be made as to—
(1) Completeness of recovery efforts.
(2) Research of site or why a research could not be made. Every effort will be made to recover all portions of

remains at the time of search to avoid recovery of additional portions after partial remains have been shipped to
destination. In general, needed documentation increases as the amount of recovered remains decreases.
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d. When remains involved in a multiple death incident are processed for ID, the disposition of remains and
nonassociable portions, if any, will be accomplished per table 8–1.

e. When remains are processed for identification, either a single death or from a multiple death incident, disposition
instructions for incomplete remains will not be requested from the PADD without the express approval of CDR,
PERSCOM (TAPC–PED–F).

f. When additional portions of remains are recovered after the principal remains have been released to the PADD,
the CDR, PERSCOM (TAPC–PED–F), will be immediately notified and provided all factual information. After normal
duty hours, initial notification will be made through the CDR, PERSCOM, Casualty Operations Center (TAPC–PEC)
(manned 24 hours a day), by telephone ((703) 325–7990 commercial or 221–7990 DSN). Under no circumstances will
i n f o r m a t i o n  c o n c e r n i n g  t h e  r e c o v e r y  o f  a d d i t i o n a l  p o r t i o n s  b e  r e l e a s e d  t o  o t h e r  t h a n  C D R ,  P E R S C O M
( T A P C – P E D – F ) .  W h e n  a d d i t i o n a l  p o r t i o n s  a r e  i d e n t i f i e d  a s  t h o s e  o f  a  s p e c i f i c  i n d i v i d u a l ,  C D R ,  P E R S C O M
(TAPC–PED–F), will provide the PADD all factual data and present the PADD the options available for disposition of
the portions. CDR, PERSCOM (TAPC–PED–F), will coordinate with the CAC and the CAO as required.

Table 8–1
Disposition of remains and portions, multiple death incident

Identification made of remains Disposition authorized for Disposition to be made of
in an incident identified remains nonassociable portions of

unidentified remains

1. There are individually identified complete
or incomplete remains for each person kil-
led in the incident. No nonassociable por-
tions were recovered.

Inter individually as directed by the next of
kin.

Not applicable.

2. There are individually identified remains
for each person killed in the incident. Mini-
mal nonassociable portions exist.

Inter individually as directed by the next of
kin.

Cremate and dispose of locally.

3. There are individually identified remains
for all but one person killed in the incident.
The portions that anatomically duplicate
the identified remains will be declared the
recoverable remains of the person killed in
the incident whose remains have not been
accounted for.

Inter individually as directed by the next of
kin.

Cremate and dispose of locally.

4. There are individually identified remains
for each person killed in the incident. The
identified remains consist of a small per-
centage of the recovered remains (for ex-
ample, teeth and adjoining bone).

Inter individually or inter as part of the
group as directed by the next of kin.

Inter in Government cemetery with marker
containing names of all members of the group.

5. There are not individually identified remains for each person killed in the incident. The individually identified remains consist of minimal
portions (for example, teeth and adjoining bone).

a. It can be forensically established that the
number of remains is equal to the number
of persons killed in the incident.

Inter individually or inter as part of the
group as directed by the next of kin.

Inter in Government cemetery with marker
containing names of all members of the group.

b. It cannot be forensically established that
the number of remains is equal to the num-
ber of persons killed in the incident.

Inter individually or inter as part of the
group as directed by the next of kin.

Inter in Government cemetery. Names of per-
sons not individually identified may be omitted
from marker at request of the next of kin.

6. There are not individually identified remains for each person killed in the incident. The identified remains consist of nearly complete
remains.

a. It can be forensically established that the
number of remains is equal to the number
of persons killed in the incident.

Inter individually or inter as part of the
group as directed by the next of kin.

Inter in Government cemetery with marker
containing names of all members of the group
not individually interred.

b. It cannot be forensically established that
the number of remains is equal to the num-
ber of persons killed in the incident.

Inter individually or inter as part of the
group as directed by the next of kin.

Inter in Government cemetery. Names of per-
sons not individually identified may be omitted
from marker at request of next of kin.

7. No individual identification(s) can be made from remains recovered. The material evidence and/or reliable circumstantial information
clearly identifies the specific incident.

a. It can be forensically established that the
number of remains is equal to the number
of persons killed in the incident.

Not applicable. Inter in Government cemetery with marker
containing names of all members of the group.
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Table 8–1
Disposition of remains and portions, multiple death incident—Continued

Identification made of remains Disposition authorized for Disposition to be made of
in an incident identified remains nonassociable portions of

unidentified remains

b. It cannot be forensically established that
the number or remains is equal to the num-
ber of persons killed in the incident.

Not applicable. Inter in Government cemetery. Names may be
omitted from marker at request of next of kin.

8. No individual identification(s) can be
made from remains recovered. Remains
cannot be associated with any known de-
ceased. Material evidence and/or circum-
stantial information indicates remains are
American military.

Not applicable. Inter in Government cemetery as unknowns.

8–12. Disposition of additional portions
The PADD may select one of the following options for disposition of identified portions at Government expense.
Selection by the PADD of an option does not entitle the PADD to an additional honors ceremony.

(1) Disinter the interred remains, place the additional portions in the casket with the principal remains, and re-inter.
(2) Place the portions in an appropriate container and inter in the same grave site above the casket with the principal

remains.
(3) The Army will dispose of the portions by complete incineration.

8–13. Telephonic status reports
Army commanders taking part in recovery, ID, processing, and shipment of remains and related activities will
t e l e p h o n e  a l l  a c t i o n s  t a k e n  a n d  s t a t u s  o f  t h e  s i t u a t i o n  t o  t h e  s u p e r v i s i n g  c o m m a n d  a n d  C D R ,  P E R S C O M
(TAPC–PED–D) ((703) 325–5322, commercial, or 221–5322, DSN), as developments occur.

8–14. Statement of Identification.
Upon receipt of identification from civil authorities or determination of identification by military authorities, the CAC
completes DA Form 2773 (Statement of Identification). The CAC indicates on the Form the condition of the remains
and all means used to establish the identity of the remains. The name, address, and telephone number of the civil or
military authority indentifying the remains will be entered in the “Narrative and Summary” portion of the form. The
identification approving official for remains not referred to the CMABO or AFIRB is the CAC commander or their
designee in the rank of lieutenant colonel or higher.

a. The importance of good identification processing documentation cannot be overemphasized. The Army represent-
ative processing remains will fill out all prescribed forms completely and accurately. These forms and the conditions
under which they will be used are discussed in (1), (2), and (3) below. The original DA Form 2773 and related
documents are forwarded to CDR, PERSCOM (TAPC–PED–D) for inclusion in the official IDPF. The following
documents as applicable will be attached to the DA Form 2773.

(1) When no question exists of identity of remains and the remains are viewable, or viewable for identification
purposes, the following forms will be completed:

(a) DD Form 565 (Statement of Recognition of Deceased).
(b) DD Form 891 (Record of Identification Processing; Dental Chart).
(c) DD Form 893 (Record of Identification Processing; Anatomical Chart).
(d) DD Form 894 (Record of Identification Processing; Fingerprint Chart).
(2) When remains are Nonviewable, the following forms will be completed:
(a) DA Form 2773 (Statement of Identification).
(b) DD Form 565.
(c) DD Form 890 (Record of Identification Processing; Effects and Physical Data.
(d) DD Form 891.
(e) DD Form 892 (Record of Identification Processing; Skeletal Chart) or DD Form 893, as applicable.
(f) DD Form 894.
(g) DA Form 5520 (Physical and Dental Comparison Chart).
(3) When remains are Nonviewable ((2) above) the forms shown below will be obtained from the soldier’s records

if available. (These forms will aid in identification processing.)
(a) DD Form 369 (Police Record Check).
(b) FD Form 258 (FBI U.S. Department of Justice Fingerprint Card (Applicant)).
(c) Other record fingerprints.
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(d) DD Form 2 (Active) (Armed Forces of the United States Geneva Convention Identification Card (Active)). This
form will be forwarded with processing papers (or as soon as possible under separate cover) to CDR, PERSCOM
(TAPC–PED–D), Alexandria, VA 22331–0482.

(e) Medical and dental records.
(f) Duplicate panoramic dental x-ray if original is not available.
b. If identification processing is accomplished by other than Army identification specialists (such as identification

specialists from the Armed Forces Medical Examiner or hospital pathologists), a copy of the identification data used to
establish identification will be obtained.

c. DA Form 5520 and DA Form 2773, DD Form 565, DD Form 890, DD Form 891, DD Form 892, DD Form 893,
and DD Form 894 are prescribed by this regulation. (Instructions for completing these forms and samples of completed
forms are in FM 10–286; instructions for DA Form 2773 are in FM 10–286.

8–15. Findings and conclusions
a. The identification findings and conclusions must be well-documented based on sound evidence that would justify

the identification as established. Requests to defend identification are received frequently by CDR, PERSCOM;
therefore, well-documented conclusions and supporting statements that completely defend the case are necessary.

b. After thorough investigation, findings and recommendations will be submitted for approval by the responsible
officer to the Casualty and Memorial Affairs Board of Officers (CMABO) (see para 8–16). Each completed case will
fall into one of the categories shown below.

(1) Individually identified remains. When it is definitely concluded that the postmortem identification data compares
favorably with the antemortem records of a named individual.

(2) Individually unidentified remains. When the conclusion shows that the identification data does not compare
favorably with any known deceased or missing individuals.

(3) Group identified remains—known. When the conclusion shows that remains are those of two or more known
deceased that cannot be individually identified.

(4) Group identified remains—unknown. When two or more remains cannot be individually identified and cannot be
associated with any known deceased or missing individuals.

c. Documentation requirements.
(1) Supporting documents, to include all original processing forms, x-rays, record fingerprints, and dental records,

and copies of medical records, will be sent to CDR, PERSCOM (TAPC–PED–D), Alexandria, VA 22331–0482; they
will become part of the decedent’s individual deceased personnel file. For deaths outside of the United States,
documents must accompany all remains shipped to the United States.

(2) For deaths of other military service members, originals of all documents will be sent to the HQ of the parent
S e r v i c e  ( p a r a  3 – 1 )  o f  t h e  d e c e d e n t .  A  c o p y  o f  t h e  D D  F o r m  2 0 6 2  o n l y  w i l l  b e  s e n t  t o  C D R ,  P E R S C O M
(TAPC–PED–D).

8–16. Casualty and Memorial Affairs Board of Officers
a. The Casualty and Memorial Affairs Board of Officers is established to assist the CDR, PERSCOM (TAPC–PEZ),

in the resolution of special cases that involve the identification, non-identifiability, or nonrecoverability of the remains
of deceased persons. The CMABO is not involved in the resolution of cases from the Vietnam conflict; these cases are
resolved by the Armed Forces Identification Review Board.

b. The CMABO reviews case files concerning—
(1) Identifiability of recovered remains as submitted by an Army Central Identification Laboratory (CIL) or other

competent authority.
(2) Non-identifiability of individual recovered remains and non-identifiability of individual remains of group

recoveries.
(3) Nonrecoverability of remains of persons—
(a) For whom presumptive findings of death have been issued.
(b) Known to be dead, whose remains, because of the circumstances of death, are determined to be nonrecoverable.
(c) Whose remains are officially reported lost at sea.
c. Based on its review of documentation submitted, the CMABO will recommend either that the case be approved

by the CDR, PERSCOM (TAPC–PEZ), or that the case be returned to the CIL or the originating office for further
consideration.

d. A request by the PADD for reconsideration of approved identifiability, non-identifiability, or nonrecoverability
will be granted only on the basis of evidence not previously considered by the CMABO.

8–17. Destruction of remains from Vietnam conflict
a. Remains and portions of remains associated with the Vietnam conflict received by the U.S. Army Central
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